How to reach us
The road from Heraklion airport to casaDoria is about 80 Km and it takes more or
less 1h40 minutes.
Leave the airport parking in direction Heraklion-Aghios Nikolao and take the
national road (2 lanes) in direction Heraklion-Rethymno.
After 7,5 km you will find the exits Heraklion-Moires on the right, take the second
one following the Moires sign. Down the ramp take right on the main road.
Keep on going, the road goes a little bit up, through the industrial area and out in
the valleys.
After about 20 minutes you will pass the town of Aghia Varvara, keep on going
through the “town centre” and then up again remaining on the main road.
After a few km you will start to
go down into the nice Messara
valley.
After 50 km from the airport,
before Aghi Deka turn left
(where the Silk Oil gasoline
station is) (Photo1) in direction
Vagionia-Vasiliki and follow
this road for 4 km.
You will reach a “Narrow
Bridge” sign.
Pass the bridge and after
500 meters turn right
following the sign Vasilika
Anogeia, (Photo 2)
passing on another small
bridge.

Follow the curvy road in the middle
of the olive trees for 2 km until the
left or right cross with the signs as
in (Photo 3).
Turn right in direction Flathiakies
Lentas, pass the few houses of the
town and keep on going.

Pass the small town of Apesokari and, at the end of the village, turn left up towards
the mountains.
There is an invisible small sign
that indicates Lentas, it is
better to look for the red
barred Apesokari sign as in
(Photo 4).
If you miss this left turn you will
end up in Agios Kyrillos, just
turn the car and come back, at
this point the turn will be on
the right and there is a more
clear Lentas sign.
From here on the street becomes a real mountain road with lots of U curves until
you will reach the top of the plateau.
After a flat part you will arrive in the lovely village of Miamou.
Pass it and keep on going up and down the mountains.
You will reach the indications for Krotos on the left and Lentas Dytikos on the right.
Do not go left for Krotos (even if the GPS will tell you to) but stay on the road to
Lentas.
Soon you will see the beautiful Libic sea in front of you.
Follow the road down to the sea for 5 minutes approximately, you will pass the first
big hotels (Studio Gaitani, Studio Galini) and a little bit after, just before the last u
turn, you will see our casaDoria sign that tells you to turn left.
You are almost there, last 3 Km.
Follow the road (sea on the right) that becomes soon white.
You will find left turns to the mountain and right turns to the sea, do not take them
and keep on going for 2km, some casaDoria signs will confirm your road is correct.
After a steep cement downhill the road becomes black again, it is the last km.
You will see soon the little port and CasaDoria on the left.
Turn left for the last 500 meters, park where you want, welcome, you made it!!!!

If you get lost… call us
Fixed: +30 289 20 95 376
Mobile: +30 697 26 48 013 s.

